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Interview – Jessica Evans 

 

1. Tell me about yourself (Name, Country, Job, Name of your company, position, etc.): 

My name is Jessica Evans and I’m on a mission to change modern workplaces into productive 

powerhouses. In the years before I co-founded Vimcore, I helped companies develop programs to 

improve employee wellbeing across Australia and New Zealand. I realized that a lot of employee 

performance and profitability hinges upon how we view our place of work. The world notices those 

companies with a workforce that show up to make a difference, not just to collect a paycheck. 

2. Tell me more about your company Vimcore: 

Vimcore is an online platform that helps companies to build a productive, healthy workplace.  

Employee wellbeing and workplace culture are limited budget To-Do’s on a long list of Human 

Resource responsibilities. We wanted to make it easy, measurable and affordable for companies to 

build strong cultures and boost employee wellbeing.  

3. And what about your Employee Productivity Software? How does it work?  

Vimcore is a cloud-based SaaS (software as a service) that employees access through their computer 

or tablet (think iPad) from anywhere in the world. The online platform is unique to each company 

and its employees. Once logged in, employees can take part in a range of activities that help improve 

their health and build their relationships with their colleagues, managers or team. Employees earn 

tokens for their involvement, which can be redeemed for rewards. We encourage companies to 

create smart rewards that help create an engaged, skilled workforce, such as sales training, shadow 

mentoring or flexible hours. Vimcore measures participation and engagement levels and produces 

live analytic feedback for the company.   

4. What does this software bring to HR? 

We want to make it easy for HR to boost employee productivity and create an engaged workforce.  I 

have experienced the challenges of creating a time-consuming employee wellbeing plan on a limited 

budget. We want HR to have a tool that says, “this is what I’ve inserted into our workplace, take a 

look at the data and the results”.  

5. How do you recognize good software? What are the criteria? 

At my own admission, I’m no tech guru! However, what I have learned from my team is that good 

software is smart software. It offers the illusion of simplicity but rests on a bed of clever coding 

created by tenacious minds.  

6. According to you, what makes a workforce extraordinary? 

That’s simple: a workforce that gives a damn. A workforce that cares about each other, about their 

customers and about their company.  


